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Peopled Literature and the Construction of 
a New Chinese Literary IVadition 
《人民文學》與新中國文學傅統的建構
南卡羅萊納州大學語言、文學及文化系
Department of Languages, Litcrahires and Cultures, University of South Carolina
The Communist Party's victory in the civil war and the establishment of the Peopled 
Republic of China signaled for many authors and critics triumph in debates over the nature of 
art and literature that had been raging in China for the previous five decades. With the Chinese 
Communist Party’s (CCP) success， techniques for using culture to mold the citizenry， which 
had been developed in a fragmented manner throughout the first half of the century， would be 
implemented as a matter of national policy. The struggle over how to represent modem China 
was ostensibly resolved with the creation of a literary system that would ensure that culture was 
produced according to socialist ideological standards, but in fact, the method by which to meet 
those standards was not clear in 1949. In order to write a history of Maoist literary practice one 
must engage with debates and experiments over both the forms and the content of culture fit to 
serve citizens living in a modem communist nation. Participants struggled with the proper way 
to represent the people, and thus tied connection of cultural production to the creation of national 
subjects. In the 1950s and 60s, the idea of the people would take on new significance as it became 
the cornerstone for literary production. Far from being well-defined concepts handed down to 
the intellectuals from the authorities^ the image of the people, how to represent them, and those 
individuals best suited to represent them were constantly being negotiated.
The "people19 would become a fundamental concept in the development of literature during 
the 1950s. Indeed, it was central in almost all aspects of the oi^anization of the country after 
1949. The broad impact of this term is seen in its use as a modifier of governmental positions 
and structures (for example, the Great Hall of the People was where people's representatives 
gathered to discuss policy), cultural institutions (reflected in the titles of the magazines Renmin 
we/ix此 人 民 文 學 [Peopfei founded in 1949] and 人民美術
[Peopled Art, founded in 1950] among othei^), and place names (to get to the People's Bank, 
you might take People's Road past the People9^  Paik). Authors saw as their mission the creation 
of a body of “people’s literature.’’ The Chinese word used here is renmin 人民 ， a term of central 
importance to the cultural project of constructing new China. Discourse in the Maoist period 
ensured a specific referent for renmin, transforming a general term for people used in the late 
Qing and eariy Republican periods into a concept signifying a specific group who made up the 
revolutionary classes and was the basis of Chinese society.1 The new literaiy establishment built 
an entire cultural apparatus centered on a specific idea of the people and their relationship to art 
and literature, and the process of this creation is mapped out in the journal People's Literature.
In this article I examine the first volume of People's Literature as a case study by which to 
better understand the dynamic process of creating a literature fit to mold citizens in revolutionary 
society. By performing a ^ horizontal rcadingMof the journal, we arrive at a greater understanding of 
the cultural field that it both produced and was produced by.2 Since the country bad been separated 
into three spheres of political influence during the previous decade of waifare, the fonnation of a
1 Li Xiao~t’i， “Making a Name and a Culture for the Masses in Modem China,” 9,1 <200l>: 46.
2 Michel Hockx, Questions o f Style: Literary Societies and Literary Journals in Modern Chinay 1911-1937 (Leiden: 
Brill, 2003) 124.
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cohesive group of literary workers was imperative, and while the standard for creation would be 
works produced in the Communist base areas,3 the attempt to draw in all artists and thus unify the 
cultural field would be of great importance.4 Peopled Literature was a tool used in the creation of 
this new unity, and its pages, especially those of its first volume, show the construction of a new 
literary system in progress.5 ^People's literature** would encompass literature and culture from 
all areas of the country^ acting as an umbrella tenn for different forms and genres, such as rural 
folk literature, urban middle-brow literature, and modem, Marxist popular literature. People's 
literature, forged fhmi a combination of intellectual and populist traditions, particularly May 
Fourth literature and Yanfan revolutionary practice, became the center of cultural life.
The formation of peopled literature was the result of five decades of struggles over the use 
of culture in political revolution. Fiction has been intimately connected to national revolution ever 
since Liang Qichao’s 梁啟超  1902 call to remake the citizens with new fiction. In his essay “Lun 
xiaoshuo yu qunzhi zhi guanxi” 論小説與群治之關係 （“On the Relationship between Fiction 
and the Governance of the People " 1902), he emphasizes the power of fiction to influence people, 
and thus to create a new social atmosphere.6 His call was soon answered by the May Fourth 
generation of writers and critics in the 1920s, who urged the use of the vernacular, explored 
political issues such as the struggle for individual freedoms, and also began to incorporate new 
subject matter, such as the lives of the peasantry, in their fiction. May Fourth intellectuals were 
soon criticized by leftists like Cheng Fangwii 成仿吾  and Qu Qiubai 瞿秋白  for their inability 
to effect substantial social change. Demanding that writers switch focus from a literary revolution
The three areas are commonly chaiacterized as the guolong q u S S L %  (KMT-controlled areas), the jiefang qu 
解放區 （Communist base areas, or liberated areas), and the /wucian 中i 淪陷區（for^igixoatFolkd areas).
See H(mg Zicheng 洪子誠，Zhu/i狀 iio nwun/ejAi 中 國 當 代 文 學 史 [A ffoiwy
Ziffrofure] (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1999) 14~16; Chen Sibe 陳思和，ZAwi狀如 
wettxueshi jiaocheng 中 羯 當 代 文 學 电 教 程  IHistory o f Contemporary Chinese Literarure: A Textbook] 
(Shanghai: Fudan daxuc chubanshe, 199Q).
In an article about hv/uruf 人民文學 [Peop/f S Ziff ramre] and 文酱報 [7 ^  l i如 Gozf 此]，
Hong Zicheng discusses the importance of literary publications in the Chinese cultural field: 'The importance 
4 contemporary1 (culture) placed on literary publicati(His was not only as a timely place in which authors could 
publish new woiks, mcweover, it was a necessaiy place in which the literary cfeation, literaiy criticism of the 
whole nation could be gathered together and sy stematically organized> in order to construct a unified line in Ihe 
literary fie丨d.” See his “/fenm/rt w*enx此 he 取 ny丨• too” 人民文學和文藝報 [“Peop/eS Ziferotore a/k/ 77ie 
Literary Gozme”]， Cheng Guangwei 程光偉，e<L’ Doztong yu 枕uc jciaiuiang也i tvfnxuf 大眾媒
介與中國現當代 文 學 [Mass afuj Zitera/uFf丨{Beijing: Renmin
wenxue, 2005) 262.
Liang Qichao 梁啟超广Urn xiaoshuo yu qunzhi zhi guanxi” 諸小説與群治之關係 tD n  the Relationship 
between Fiction and the GovemaiKe of the People”], xiocwAuo 新小説 [价 FiV/ion] 1.1 (14 November 
1902); translated by Gek Nai Cheng and collected in Kirk Denton, ed., Modem Chinese Literary Thought: 
Writings on Literature, 1893-1945 (Stanford Stanford Universii> Press, 1996) 74-81 r
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to revolutionary literature, Cheng Fangwu stated in 1928 that writers must take sides in the 
intensifying struggle between politically motivated fiction and literature for the leisure classes: 
4<We must endeavor to acquire class consciousness, we must make our medium approach the 
spoken language of the worker and peasant masses, and we must take the worker peasant masses 
as our target;.”7 Communist literaiy ciitic Qu Qiubai advocated the adoption of a truly popular 
literature and ait in numerous articles in which he urged writers to go to the countryside and begin 
using “national forms” in cultural production， in order to reach the workers and peasants.8 The 
next person to take op the call of a literature lo serve the people (especially the workers, peasants, 
and soldiers) was Mao Zedong 毛澤東，primarily in his 1942 ‘"Zai Yan’an wenyi zuotan hui de 
jianghua” 在延安文藝座談會的講話 （‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum for Art and Literature’’).9 
As Bonnie McDougall has pointed out, in this text the author's position changes from an active 
transformer and educator of the people to a more passive recipient of education， in contact with 
the people through literary activity.10
This brief literary history traces the idea of the awakening of the citizenry^ which, as John 
Fitzgerald has pointed out^ was a consistent theme in Chinese revolutionary discourse.11 Fitzgerald 
traces the concept of awakening in cultural and political texts as it changes from an intransitive, 
gradual self-awakening to national consciousness (o a transitive call by revolutionaries to awaken 
their fellow citizens. Prasenjit Duara emphasizes the didactic tendencies in modem reformers 
and revolutionaries in his study of nadonalism and modernity in twentieth-century China. He 
shows the construciedness of the idea of the nation as a coherent subject, which, as it is formed, 
privileges certain conceptions while silencing others > As part of the nation-building process* 
nationalists and communists alike had to develop an image of the ideal national subject, molding 
the representation of the citizenry into a coherent whole. Discussing a study of the American 
revolution, and also modern Chinese and Indian nationalism, Duara argues, *The people would 
have to be created to serve as the people. [...] The nation emerged in the name of the people, but
7 Chen Fangwu 成仿吾，“From a Literary Revolution to the Revolulionaiy Liteiature” 從文學革命到革命文
學 [‘‘Cong wenxue geming daa geming wenxue’’】 , O丨(1〇1职0〇 Aon 創造月刊[Creadon Mvi叫y] 1.9 (1 Feb
1928): 1-7; Inuislated by Michael Golz in Deoton, ed., Modem Chinese Literary Thought, 269-75. See the quole 
on p.274-75.
8 For a studj  ^ of Qu Qiubai Ts litera〇r activities, see Paul Pickowicz, Marxist Literary Thought in China: The 
Influence ofCh'a Ck^ist-p'm (Berkeley: University of Caliloraia Press, 1981).
9 Mao Zedong 毛澤東，‘Talks at the YaiTan Fonun for Art and Literatuie” 在延安文藝座談會的講話（“Zai 
Yan'an wenyi zuotan hui de jianghua"], in Bonnie McDougall, Mao Zedong*s ^Talks at the Yan 'an Conference 
on literature and Artn: A Translation o f the 1943 Text with Commeniary (Ano Arbor The Center for Chinese 
Studies, University of Michigan, 1980) 57-86.
10 McDougall, 4Llntroduction,M Mao 2edongws uTaIks at the Yan^an Conference on Literaiure and Art", 3-41.
11 John Fitzgerald, Awakening China; Politics^ Culture, and Class in the Nationalist Revolution (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1996) 3.
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the people who mandated the nation would have to be remade to serve as their own sovereign."12 
The Maoist state was engaged in this project of creating the national subject, but, unlike early 
refoimers, definers of cultural policy between 1949 and 1976 were able to ensure that the main 
goal of cultural production was a representation of the people defined as the woricers, peasants, 
and soldiers. The contours of the definition did have some flexibility, and frequently changed as 
different policies or even literary trends gained favor over others. Analysis of the first volume 
of Peopled Literature shows that the representation of the people, and the cultural practices best 
suited to serving them, were constantly in flux.
In the Maoist period the idea of transformation of the citizenry was broadened to include 
the intellectuals, whose duty previously had been primarily to help awaken the nation. While 
those who held key positions in the state cultural apparatus still claimed the authority to diiect 
literary and cultural activity， they also had to undergo a process of personal transformation. This 
shift began well before Communist victory in 1949, and would increase in urgency during the 
Maoist period. The Maoist literary system was governed by the dual principles of educating the 
people and transforming the intellectuals through their contact with those people, and from the 
very beginning, intellectuals who did not properly transform would suffer severe criticism, as 
evidenced in the controversies over literary representations discussed below.
Only with the foundation of the People's Republic of China and the new literary establishment 
after 1949 was Liang Qichao^s dream realized: the Chinese state could ensure that the main goal of 
nearly all cultural production was the enlightenment of the people. The new literary establishment 
that came to power with the creation of the PRC was able to implement on a national scale cultural 
practices that had been developing during decades of warfare. The creation of a people's literature 
was a means through which to impart nationalist identifications to citizens of new China^ and the 
didactic nature of nationalist discourse throughout the first half of the twentieth century ensured 
that cultural workers would remain committed to the idea of a correct direction in literature and 
arts. Literature in new China would not only teach citizens how to act or encourage them to take 
the correct path but also define the limits of (4the people^ identifying which members of the 
citizenry would fit into the privileged position of the subjects of history. As an integral part of the 
development of the socialist nation, literature and the arts in the 1950s aimed not just to move the 
citizenry but to create the people anew.
Most of the intellectuals involved with Peopled Literature derived symbolic capital from 
their association with either May Fourth literature or artistic experiments conducted in Yan9^ .  
Peopie's Literature drew heavily on these two traditions in order to lend legitimacy to its new 
cuUural project. To become the standard bearer for a new， revolutionary people’s literature， it
12 Prasenjit Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation： Questioning Narratives o f Modem China (Chicago： 
University of Chicago Press, 1995) 32.
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would have to emphasize its authoritative position, and one way to accomplish this was to install 
literary “superstars” on the editorial board. The choice of Mao Dun 茅盾  as edito卜in~chief and 
Ai Qing 艾青 as assistant editor invested the magazine with a great amount of prestige. After Lu 
Xun 魯迅 ， Mao Dun was the author most closely connected with the May Fourth Movement. He 
was already famous not only for his many leftist novels and short stories but also as an editor, 
having led the first literary revolution in his position as editor-in-chief of a totally revamped 
AVgosAuo 3?财few 小 説 月 報 （77w SAor? 5油7  Afo/ifWy) in 1921 • His editorship at that time 
symbolized the triumph of new literature over ^mandarin duck and butterfly literature,9, which 
was popular among less-educated readers and contained conservative values in a more traditional 
narrative structure. In 1949 the choice of Mao Dun as editor of People's Literature symbolized a 
connection with the past struggle for revolutionary literature and its final victory in the creation 
of a new state and a new literary establishment.
Mao Dun was also influential in the project of canon formation in Chinese literature. 
Lydia Liu points out in her study of the Compendium o f Modern Chinese Literature that he was 
heavily involved with the project to canonize May Fourth literature^ which she sees as rooted 
in the effort to legitimize this literature in a changiog political climate in China in the 1930s. 
The Compendium would present works "whose generic criteria of selection derived from the 
prevailing assumption about what wenxue (literature) is or should be.T， 13 People's Literature can 
be read as an attempt to establish a new canon that drew on an amended legacy of the May Fourth 
and literary experiments peifonned throughout the first half of the twentieth century and to teach 
its audience what people fs literature {renmin wenxue) should be. Since the magazine was defining 
the rules for future creation, it provided models for reader to follow and develop. The magazine 
built on attempts by Zhou Yang 周揚  and Mao Dun to re^canonize pre-1949 丨iteralure in their 
two collections of fiction, one of works from the liberated areas called Zhongguo renmin wenxue 
;cwa/i力 中 國 人 民 文 學 選 集 *5也沈Vw Zi如wft/re，1949) and the other of
pre-1942 literature titled Xm wenxue xuanji (A Selection o f New Literature, 1949).
The significance of the May Fourth tradition in China^ cultural field throughout the first 
half of the twentieth century meant that theorists of people's literature would have to prove that it 
was a direct descendeat of that tradition. Critics and politicians characterized people's literature 
as the logical and natural result of the path of May Fourth literature. In his speech to the meetings 
of literary representatives at the Firs! Congress of Literary and Art Workers»Zhou Yang made 
this connection clear:
Since the May Fourlii Movement, all of the advanced revolutionary 
literaty workers, with Lu Xun at the helm, have performed many difficult 
experiments and expended much effort in ttie combinatton of arts and 
reality, and the connection to the great masses* In the liberated areas, 13
13 Lydia Liu, Translinguai Practice: Literature, National Cuituter and TYanslated Modernity, China, 1900-1937 
(Stanford: SlanTord University Press, 1995)230.
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because (hey received tbe correct leadership of Comrade Mao Zedongs 
due to the support of the People's Army and the Peopled GoTemmenl, 
and because of the change In politics, economics, and culture from New 
Democracy, revolationary literature has already started to traly merge 
with tfa« wide masses of the workers, peasants, and soldiers* The ideals 
of our forefathers are starting to be realized.14 15
Zhou Enlai^ ^  remarks at the same meeting are printed in the third issue of Peopled 
in which he ties new literature to the May Fourth tradition fh>m the very beginning: 
uSince the May Fourth Movement^ our new literary anny has been battling the enemyt and they 
have made many victories. [,„] In the previously KMT-controlled areas, the revolutionary art 
workers held steadfast to their posts, never surrendering in the face of oppression by their enemies, 
to preserve the revolutionary literary tradition that began with May Fourth*,,ls These speeches 
emphasize the revolutionary potential of the tradition while ignoring aspects, such as the focus 
on individualism, that would not be easily channeled into a new literature. In tying the creation 
of peopled literature to May Fourth tradition, critics had to modify the latter in order to ensure 
its suitability as the source.
Mao Zedong emphasized the connection between May Fourth and revolutionary literature 
during his <4Talks at the Yan’an Forum for Art and Literature:，The ‘"Talks” were given during the 
Rectification Campaign, a goal of which was to stifle dissent by the incoming intellectuals, many 
of whom were intimately associated with the May Fourth Movement, and who used one of Lu 
Xun’s favorite forms, the 故攸 /1 雜 文 ， to express their dissatisfaction with life in Yan’an. In this 
speech Mao connected the cultural army and the army on the actual battlefield, and he gave the 
artists present at the forum orders to unite these two fronts:
Literature aind art have formed an Important and successful part 
of the cultural front since May Fourth. The revolutionary movement In 
lito-atnre and art, which developed a>nsiderably daring the Civil War 
period, had the same general direction as the Red Army struggles of 
that time, but there was no coordination between them in tUeir actual 
work and each fought as an indepradent army. [...] Our meeting today 
is to ensure that literature and art become a component part of the 
whole revolutionary machinery^ so they can act as a powerful weapon in 
uniting and educating the people while attacking and annihilatiiig tbe 
enemy» and help the people achieve solidarity in their struggle against 
the enemy.16
14 People's Literature 1.1 (1949): 21.
15 11^,13(1950):；^
16 McDougall， “Introductioa 广说
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These remarks can be read as Mao*s attempt to rein in some of the energy of the May 
Fourth tradition, subsuming it under the aegis of a new, class-based revolutionary literature, but 
in seeking to legitimize his own literary direction, he is nevertheless compelled to call on the 
May Fourth tradition. Mao invokes Lu Xun to give weight to his own explication of the duty of 
literature in revolutionary society: c"Lu Xun has said that disunity on the front of revolutionary 
literature and art is caused by lack of a common purpose, and that this common purpose is to serve 
the workers and peasants/*17 Peopled Literature would similarly use the May Fourth tradition to 
signify its position as the main forum of literary production. Installing May Fourth intellectuals 
such as Mao Dun in positions of authority would help expand the symbolic space occupied by 
people's literature irom the Communist base areas to the whole nation, turning it into a national 
literature.
Although speeches published in the magazine drew on symbolic capital generated by a 
connection with the May Fourth Movement, the literary practice employed and advocated on 
the pages of Peopled Literature came overwhelmingly from the experience in Yan?an. The 
magazine included many new genres, the national forms based on folk culture debated in the 
30s and legitimized in the 'Talks These were often prefaced by a theoretical introduction in the 
magazine, explaining either the literary tradition the work drew upon, the biography of the creator 
of the piece if he or she was a worker, peasant, or soldier, or the customs of the specific minority 
culture that produced the work. These forms stand side by side with selections of '"revolutionary 
popular novels'9 serialized in the magazine, as well as May Fourth genres of short fiction, the 
essay, and literary criticism. When reading Peopled Literature one is immediately struck by the 
confluence of two literary traditions: May Fourth and Y a n ^ .18 In People's Literature, these two 
traditions merge in the foim of symbolism of the May Fourth coupled with practical experiments 
with popular cultural forms developed in Yan'an.
Many contributors to People'& Literature were people who, besides being associated with 
the May Fourth period, had been targets of criticism in the Yan*an Rectification Campaign. Ai 
Qing， the assistant editor, was one of the main targets， and He Qifang 何其芳 ， one of the leading 
theorists and poets, was also one of the defiant writers at Yan'an. In their study of Yan9an and 
its significance to the revolution^ David Apter and Tony Saich suggest that the Rectification 
Campaign used exegeticai bonding to change the individualist writers into revolutionaries. 
Exegetical bonding is one of the ways a discourse community can be established, through the 
reading and correct interpretation of key texts, in this case, primarily the works of Marx, Lenin, 
and Mao Zedong.19 Practically, exegetical bonding in Yan'an was done through study groups
17 Ibid, 67,
18 Indeed, literaiy historian Chen Sihe aigues that students of contemporary literary histoiy must understand the 
confluence of the May Fourth tradition of enlightenment and the militaiy tradition 〇r war symbolized by Mao's 
^Talks1' in ordef to interpiet contemporary Chinese literature. See Zhongguo dangdai wenxueshi jiaocheng^ 5.
19 David Apter, and Tony Saich» Revolutionary Discourse in Mao's Republic (Caihbridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1994) 7.
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and with self-cridcism and confession, in a process that '"results in an emotional and symbolic 
intensity that includes the consciousness of self in tenns of others/^ 20 Their assertion that the 
“last reserves of individualism” were ‘"wiped out” may be an overstatement^ but the experience in 
Yan'an did indeed leave a deep impression on many participants.21
He Qifang uses the practice of exegetical bonding as developed in Yan’an 站 a model in 
his work. In his artic丨e “Wenyi zuopin bixu shanyu xie maodun he douzheng” 文藝作 品 必 須  
檀於寫矛盾和鬥爭 （“Literary Works Must Excel at Writing about Contradiction and Struggle,” 
1949), in which he criticizes the state of the Chinese literary field for lacking a deep understanding 
of the innate contradictions in society,22 he uses the model of exegetical bonding learned in 
as a positive way to incite change. He sees Chinese literature as threatened by formulaic 
language, echoing a concern Mao expressed in his 1942 essay “Fandui dang bagu” 反對黨八股 
C'Oppose the Party Eight-Legged EssayM),23 He Qifang argues that an author cannot get deeply 
into an issue if he does not understand the contradictions infonning it. His main prescription is to 
organize more Yan'an-type study groups:
In order to remedy this situatioii, and in order to remedy other 
problems In the creative process, there are no fancy methods, there 
is only stody. The fimdamental reason we are not good at writing 
about contradiction and straggle Is that we do not have adequate 
understanding of reality, and the only path to take to solve this probtem 
is the one suggested by Comrade Mao Zedong seven years ago, when 
he told us to study Marxism-Leninism and study society. We should 
start from these two directions and examine ourselves Have we studied 
enough^ or do we still have a way to go?24
With the center of the revolution expanding from the physical space of Yan van to encompass 
the entire nation, the scope of the discourse community would have to be broadened. To achieve 
this, Peopled Literature and other centralized magazines such as Wenyi bao I)t ®  ^  (The Literary 
Gazette) engaged in a form of exegetical bonding among their community of readers. The first 
step in this process was to move the center of production of revolutionary literature &om the base 
area of Yan'an to Beijing. The reprinting of political speeches delivered in Beijing in Peopled 
Literature put the capital back into the foreground, not only to bolster the legitimacy of both
20 Ibid, 264.
21 Ibid, 263.
22 People's Literature 1.2 (1949): 11-16.
23 Mao Zedong， “Fandul dang bagu” 反 對 黨 八 股 【“Oppose the Pony Eight-legged Essay1’】， (8 Feb. 1942> A/如
毛 澤 東 選 集 如 /Ubribo/Af如 Zfdbng] Vo丨. 3 (Beijing: Renminnenxuechubanshe, 1991)
787-803.
24 Ibid, 1.2(1949): 15.
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the new literary system and the government but also to impress upon its readers, who were 
also oftentimes its writers, that with the move of the political center of the nation to Beijing, 
writers throughout China must form a relationship with the capital and the Communist cultural 
establishment.
Peopled Literature depended on the May Fourth origin myth to give it legitimacy, and 
coupled that with literaiy practice developed at Yan'an. In this early volume of the magazine 
the two traditions stand side by side, one giving symbolic force and the other a and
authoritative voice as a guide for authors. By showcasing the best of new fiction, poetry, art, and 
literary criticism, the magazine was posited as the first place to look for guidance in creating new 
literature* The meaning of “people’s literature,” and indeed “the people,” would be contested 
and debated on those pages, and the magazine would manufacture and extend the discourse 
community of readers and writers who saw themselves as engaged in a collective mission to 
create literature suitable for new China.
Peopled Literature and the Creation o f a <£People4s Literature^
In “Chuangkan ci” 創 刊 詞 （ “Words on the First Issue*) published in the first issue of 
Ziferafure， Mao Dun tells potential contributors what kinds of submissions to prepare 
He summarizes the mission of the Association of Literary Workers in six points, including the 
creation of a people's literature, eliminating petty bourgeois or imperialistic influences from 
literature, encouraging literaiy production among the masses, encouraging minority literature, 
strengthening literary theory, and strengthening the bonds between China and the rest of the 
world, especially the communist world led by the Soviet Union.25 Mao Dun then writes that 
Peopfc’s ZAeraftire、responsibility lies in giving this directive 开多象彳匕（ a form)
and goes on to delineate the kinds of writing the magazine requires: fiction, poetry, essays, literary 
criticism, translation, and research on foreign and early Chinese literature. These categories cover 
the map of artistic production, ensuring that Peopled Literature would serve as the compass to 
the cultural field in new China.
Although Peopled Literature was the official organ of the Association of Literaiy Workers, 
the magazine did not publish solely fiction and poetry. In the first volume, virtually all fotms of 
literature and art were represented in the first six issues, and many works were created by the top 
names in those fields. Alongside the short stories by authors associated with rural fiction like Zhou 
Libo 周立波  and Ma Feng,馬烽  and poems by important figures in the revolutionaiy literature 
movement of the 1930s such as Ai Qkng and He Qifang, there were short essays by Ding Ling T 
i^and Lao She woodcut prints by artists made famous in the Yan*an woodcut movement, 
Li Hua 李樺  and Gu Yuan 古元 ；literary criticism by Chen Yong 陳涌；Soviet film stills: 
translations of short stories by Gorky and translations of Soviet literary criticism; screenplays; 
dramatic scripts; Mongolian folk songs; reportage; folk art; and transcriptions of music and lyrics
25 Ibid, 1.1 (1949): 13.
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for new songs. The multiplicity of cultural forms adds to the sense of People's Literature as an 
overarching publication, meant to direct and define production in all areas, and shows the attempt 
to create a body of national forms (minzu xingski), drawn predominantly from the
popular traditions of the peasantry. The borrowing would converge into one body of people's 
literature, encompassing in new, revolutionai^ form traditions as disparate as Peking opera, leftist 
cinema, minority folk songs, and popular vernacular novels.
In addition to cont^ning a broad spectrum of literary and artistic forms, Peopled Literature 
showed that it was taking the lead in establishing a literature for new China by publishing critical 
articles that instilled in readers the sense that they were taking part in this historical, collective 
mission. Mao Dun draws out the relationship between the newly established magazine and 
its readers and contributors in his "Words on the First Issued The first half of this first essay 
states the mission of the Association of Literary Workers, and the second half delineates the 
responsibilities of the writers who are members. Mao Dun makes clear that readers will have 
the responsibility for the creation of both the magazine and peopled literature in general, stating 
that 4fithis journal has every reason to make a few demands of our fellow members of literary 
circles.**26 The rhetoric of the magazine establishes its readership as a collective of literature 
and art workers, fighting together to fulfill their mission. The critical articles generally make no 
distinction between a "reader^ and a uwriter** because the authors imagine themselves as part of a 
group of writers with a common mission to create this new literature and share it with the nation. 
The articles, especially in this early volume of the journal, use the pronoun and analyze both
gains and shortcomings in the development of people's literature thus far.
In interpreting the complex issues surrounding the magazine, it is crucial to understand the 
nature of the uweM constructed on its pages. Examining the advertisements and the brief notices 
that dot the pages of this first volume is one way to do this. Every issue has advertisements for 
the latest tides, available at the New China Bookstore, which include the titles of the books, the 
authors, and the prices. There are also sole standing advertisements for more important books, 
such as Atoo Zerfo/ig 攸 咕 毛 澤 東 文 集 （ r t e  CoWec如/  Hfaris o/Aftro Zedlo叩 ，1949} or 從 toW/? 
wwt/z• 斯 大 林 文 集 （77k  CWtec如/  1949). In Volume 1， Number 2 there is
an interesting advertisement &om the publishing committee of the People's Literature Series, 
published after Mao9s 'Talks/* that was supposed to be representative of the new literature. It 
starts with the sentence: "Notice to claim remuneration for the People's Literature Series" The 
ad states that because there are so many authors and they are spread throughout the country, 
the editors cannot possibly find them one by one to pay them for their contributions. The ad 
encourages each author to write the publishing house with detailed contact information， not only 
to claim their money but also so they can develop a long*teim relationship with the publishers.
These ads imply that a web of connec^l literary workers makes up the leadership of the 
journals. The ads and notices also set up a hierarchical relationship between the editors and the 
readers, with the editors acting in a supervisory role to make sure the readers of the magazine
26 Ibid.
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are keeping up their production. As Mao Dun^s first essay set up the relationship between the 
Association of Literary Woikers as organization and its members as producers, in the January 
1,1950 issue (Number 3), there is a ^notice from the editorial department of the Association of 
Literary Workers*9 that has the same function. It reads:
To comrades engaged in creative work in all regions: What plans 
do you have for creation in 1950? 1. What will you write? 2. What is 
the main tbeme of these works? 3* What form will these works take? 4.
How many characters will the works have? 5. When can these works 
be finished? 6. Where are yon planning to publish and distribute the 
works? 7. What difficulties may arise in the completion of these works?
Please tell us In detail about the above questions.27
The ad is signed by the editorial department of the Association of Literary Workers and 
includes an address so authors can write about their plans. The results of this survey are published 
in Volume 1, Number 6, with a list of many prestigious writers and their production goals for the 
year. The results are arranged in a chart with categories for name, plans for creation (with title 
or subject), form, length, and estimated time of completion. So, for example, we learn that the 
poet Tian Jian 田間 plans to write a long poem called “Baiyang ge” 白楊歌 （ “The Song of the 
Poplart?), about class relations in a rural village, changes in life, and the struggle of old and new 
thought, using the subject of marriage. It is to be finished in the first half of the year. He also plans 
to revise an earlier long poem. There are plans for criticism, song lyrics, screenplays, novels, 
reportage, and essays by authors both famous and relatively unknown; people like Ma Feng, 
Zhou Libo, Sun Li 孫梨 ， He Jingzhi 賀敬之 ， and Yang Shuo 楊朔 all responded to the call for 
production goals. Historical hindsight gives us the advantage of measuring the production results 
and seeing the irony id Xiao Yemu’s 蕭也牧  projection. He planned to write a story about the 
cooperation between an intellectual and a cadre， called baozi he yang baozi” 土包子和洋 
包 子 （“Country Bumpkin and Foreign Bumpkin”). He would never write it, though， because by 
the end of 1950 the harsh criticism that followed his story “Women fofu zhi jian” 我們夫婦之間 
(^Between the Two of Us'1), published in Volume 1 T Number 3 of Peopled Literature, prevented 
him fiom tackling this subject matter again.
As the official organ of the Association of Literary Workers, People's Literature had every 
right, perhaps the responsibility^ to focus its content toward a body of professional artists and 
writers; however, aiming for such an affluent, professional readership caused tensions with the 
mission to create a literature for the workers^ peasants, and soldiers a 'literature that the people 
love.” This tension between writer and audience was not a new issue in 1949. Bonnie McDougall， 
in her study of Mao's ^Talks/ 9 discusses the shift in Mao's understanding of the audience^ 
relationship to the writers between the introduction and the conclusion:
27 Ibid, 13(1950): 36.
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In his Introduction, Mao still sees the audience as a reflective and 
passive dem ent, in contrast to the writer  ^the active element. writers
are obliged to get to know the masses, but their duty is to educate them.
The discussion of audience in section one of the Conclusion almost 
reverses this relationship: the writer loses life primary importance, 
while the audience gains Immensel; In relative status. The rdationship 
Is now defined oae in which the writer serves the people.28
The rhetoric of serving the people is unquestionably present throughout the pages of 
People's Literature^ in Mao Dun's mission statement, in the speeches to the different groups of 
literary workers reprinted in the magazine, and in its literary theory. The tension results from 
die two different imagined audiences for this journal, the stated audience of workers, peasants, 
and soldiers, and the other (real) audience^ the people who must learn to ply their trade with
Peopled Literature as a guide. These authors ran into difficulties because the idea of the writer 
constructed on its pages is the one McDougall characterizes as existing in Mao's introduction. 
Since this magazine was the mouthpiece of China's largest establishment group of writers and 
artists, it took a top-down approach toward literary creation; the focus w^s on members of the 
establishment, rather than the masses. This was seen as a temporary condition, and by the end of 
the iir^t volume there were more and more publications by amateur authors, workers and soldiers 
who had been taught to transcribe their life experiences, deemed much more worthy than those of 
the intellectuals, into fiction, thus fulfilling the goal of creating a literature not just for the people 
but also by die people.
Defining the People
All of Volume 1 of People's Literature is concerned with defining, portraying, and leading 
the new t4peoplc*s literaiure.M The first questions faced by contributors revolved around what 
kinds of characters should populate the stories in the magazine. Zhou Enlai, in bis address to the 
First Congress of Literary and Art Workers, encouraged writers to focus on the workers, peasants, 
and soldiers, but also told them that they were free to write about the petty bourgeoisie and reform 
of intellectuals, as long as it comprised only a minority of their work.29 A series of discussions 
was published in The Literary Gazette about creating new characters and about the changing 
needs of readers in a new society. In the December 10, 1949 issue. He Yuan 何遠 published 
an article titled “Duoduo biaoxian xinde renwu” 多多表現新的人物 （“Represent More New 
Characters”） in which he states that while the age has changed， fiction still lags behind. He writes 
of his frustration with many of his fellow authors, who still portray negative characters from the 
old society. In a remark that reminds one of Qian Xingcun’s 錢杏郝  “Siquie de A Q shidai” 死
28 McDougall, “Introduction, 15-16.
29 People's Literature 13 (195〇)： 18.
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去 了的阿Q 時代  ‘The Bygone Age of Ah Q”)，30 a 1928 attack on Lu Xun，s portrayal of the 
Chinese peasantry, He Yuan writes: "The age that Lu Xun cursed as cannibalistic is already past, 
and a new age has replaced it; it is an age of an elevated society and high moral character/ '31 
Experiments in creating characters fit for <sthc new age" would be carried out on the pages of 
Peopled Literature, Some were successful; othei^ met with harsh criticism and even accusations 
of counterrevolutionary sentiment. Although the majority of the stories still focused on peasants 
or military heroes, a significant number featured new characters or talked about them in new ways, 
and often these stories incited much critical reflection, which was then published alongside the 
fiction. Because of the coeTdstence of stories and criticism, the first volume of People's Literature 
truly reads as a vibrant work in progress in which the inlellectuals were working together, and 
increasingly with members of other classest to construct a new image of the people.
The idea of a people's literature also included the kinds of people who would read and 
be transformed by the stones. The controversy that surrounded Qin Zhaoyang's slory
“Gaizao” 改 造 （“Reform,” 1950) shows that while a landlord could be a character, there was 
a correct way to represent him, and the landlord class should never be taken as the audience. 
“Reform” depicts a lazy， bumbling landlord named Wang Youde 王有德 ， who has been so spoiled 
his entire life that he can hardly feed and clothe himself. As the tide suggests, in the course of the 
story, Wang Youde leams the value of labor, proving the cadre9s remarks true: fii t  seems like as 
long as we aren't afiraid of a little effort, as long as heJs not like Chiang Kai-shek, there^ nobody 
we can’t reform.”32 In this remark the lines are being drawn: there will be an enemy, the KMT, but 
most of "the people9' in China can change, including landlords.
“Reform” was criticized in Volume 2, Number 2 of the magazine， seven months later， for 
many reasons. Ftrst, two authors， Xu Guolun 徐國綸  and Luo Ming 羅溟 ， both criticize the lack 
of clas $ consciousness T arguing that the cbaracter of Wang Youde is not typical, and that he should 
have been portrayed not as stupid and bumbling but rather as evil and conmving,33 Debates over 
the typicality of characters began in the late 1930st as left-wing authors translated Soviet literary 
theory that dealt with this issue and aigued over the ways to make a character typical, Lu Xun's 
Ah Q was most often referenced, as critics, such as Qian Xingcun, Hu Feng ® , and Zhou Yang, 
discussed the extent to which Lu Xun’s form of realism as portrayed in “A Q zhengzhuan” 阿Q 
正 傳 （ ‘The True Story of Ah Q，” 1921-22) should be a model for left-wing literature. The debate 
would continue into the PRC.
The criticism over the type of landlord to represent foreshadows two major issues in literary
30 Qian Xingcun 錢杏邮 • “Siqule de A Q shidai” 死去了的阿Q時 代 ["The Bygone Age of Ah Q”]， 卿及
太陽月刊 [Sw* Mwi/Afy] 13 (1 March 1928); translated by Paul Foster and Sheny Mou in Denton, ed.T 
Modem Chinese Literary TTtoughi^  276-88.
31 He Yuan 何遠 ， “Duoduo biaoxian xionenwiT 多多表現新人物 「 Represent More Mew Characters'
iwio 文藝報 Goz扣e] 1-6 (10 December 1949): 6«7.
32 People's Literature 13 (1950); 77.
33 Ibid, 2 ^  (1950): 85-86*
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composition in the Maoist period. First, the manner in which authors approached their subjects 
would be increasingly constricted, with a strict code of appropriate forms and approaches to 
literature; second, critics were often uncomfortable with literature that portrayed sweeping social 
change, a utopian image of revolutionary society in which most citizens could be refonned and 
welcomed into the people. This 犹cond issue is posed in the form of a question in Xu Guolun’s 
article: “What does writing about the reform of a landlord give us?”34 35He contrasts the story 
about a landlord with stories about the reform of a rogue, which aie acceptable because they can 
"educate us and give us power/,3S A landlord cannot be among the imagined masses. The utopian 
ideal of a society in which most members could find a sense of belonging and purpose could 
not be easily contained in a narrative of endless class struggle, but authors often incorporated 
it in their literary interpretations of the revolution, even if they were likely to be criticized for it 
subsequently.
The discussion of tbis story that took place in Issue 8 of Peopled Literature was prefaced 
by a note from the editors, explaining that there were some complaints from readers about Qin 
Zhaoyang's story and that those complaints and his self-criticism would appear on the next few 
pages. The editors wrote:
When readers fa^idiously point out the faults in a piece of work it 
benefits this publication and the author, and we are very grateful. [,**]
The attitude in Qin Zhaoyang's self-criticisin is good. Writing really 
is not an easy thing to do, and when there are faults or mistakes, as 
long as we can work hard to correct them, we will raise our ideological 
correctness.36
The editors envision a community of writers working together to raise the level of their 
artistic production. Although the ^correctness^ of the wotk is judged in ideological terms, at this 
point there still exist many possibilities for open discussion. A conversation between the critics 
and the author, and Qin ZhaoyangTs confession, in which be admits confusing the theme of class 
struggle, follow. As can be seen in many subsequent confessions, he approaches the problem 
as one of disconnect between his purpose and his choice of subject matter. He writes that his 
intentions were to teach city dwellers to love labor, but by using a landlord the message was not 
clear.37 Finally， he accepts blame for his mistakes and pledges to correct them. This is the sort 
of exchange that may have taken place in the small study groups in Yan'an, but here it is turned 
into a p^fonnance on a national scale, which people across the country could read about and 
potentially participate in with letters to the editors or their own stories in response*
34 Ibid, 85.
35 Ibid
36 Ibid, 2.2 (1950): 85.
37 Ibid, 2.8 (1950): 87-88.
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The representations of the female half of the people would be constantly under scrutiny in 
the early years of the PRC, just as they had been constantly rewritten throughout the history of 
modem Chinese literature- Fang Ji’s 方紀  story “Rang shenghuo biande geng meihao ba” 讓 
生活更美好罷（“Let’s Make Life Even Better”)， published in Volume 1 丨ssue 5 of 
Literature in March 1950, is about a young woman of questionable morals who motivates the 
young men in her village to fight the Nationalists during the Civil War. In many ways, this female 
main character resembles Ding Ling’s 丁玲  Zhenzhen 貞貞 from “Wo zai Xiacun de shihou” 
我在霞村的時候 （*‘When I Was in Xia Village，’’ 1941) and can be seen as an extension of 
that character type, connecting this story to the decades-old debate over the construction of the 
**new woman,T in literature. Whenever local cadres go into the village to discuss volunteering, the 
men either give a lukewarm response or cannot be found because they are at the home of local 
beauty Zhao Xiaohudn talking, laughing, and listening to her sing. Zhao Xiaohuan has
a reputation for being sexually promiscuous among the villagers and raosl people avoid her, but 
the cadre, also the first-person narrator of the story, sees the value of mobilizing her to help him 
persuade men to join the army. Once he talks to her and convinces her to help, almost overnight 
the young men pledge to go to the front. Critics were uncomfortable with the fact that a village 
woman was more persuasive than local cadres, but even more worrying to them was the fact that 
a loose woman was chosen as a representative of the new woman in socialist China. Anxiety over 
the creation of a proper role model for new China^s women remained at the forefront of literary 
production throughout the Maoist period. In this early story by Fang Ji, the female character 
motivates others with an uncontained sexuality, and her exuberance threatens to challenge the 
CCP narrative of mass liberation.
Fang Ji9s main character is dangerous not only because she is pos&ibly sexually promiscuous, 
but more importantly because she subverts the practice of speaking bitterness^ in which people 
were supposed to air publicly their pre-revolutionary sufferings in order to emphasize the benefits 
of communist victory. In reward for her efforts in mobilizing the young people in her village, the 
young cadre gives her a chance to speak publicly- In front of the gathered villagers she begins a 
typical enactment of speaking bitterness, but instead of praising the communists for giving her 
a better future, she states her own resolution to make the best of a bad situation, to “make life 
better" in the face of many obstacles. After defending her good name and demanding the villagers 
produce proof of her sexual promiscuity, she says:
My father died early, my mother couldn't handle it, and it was 
hard for us to get by. Besides collecting firewood and gathering brush,
I couldn9t find anything fun to do* V m  a poor person with a bitter fate, 
but must my heart also torn bitter? Remaining bitter for a lifetime， 
wha(*s the sense in living?38
38 Ibid, 2 5  (1950): 59.
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The critics focused on her loose morals in their attacks of Fang Jit but the real threat in this 
woman's stoiy was that she does not need the rhetoric of salvation by the Communist Party to live 
a happy Life. Fang Ji wanted to use her to show the steadfast spirit of the Chinese peasantry, but 
although by the end of the story Zhao Xiaohuan has become engaged to one of the young soldiers 
and thus integrated into a family system, her spirit of independence and the fears it triggered in 
the power establishment meant the story would face strict criticisin.
Writers had a difficult time when tackling life in the city and the representation of urban 
people. The controversy surrounding Xiao Yemu*s story <6Betwecn the Two of Us,15 published 
in the third issue of People's Literature^ shows the difficulties inherent in writing about city life. 
The controversy over this story was primarily carried out on the pages of The Literary Gazette； 
coupled with the criticism of Wkcun 武 訓 傳 （7fe Zj/e c?/IVm in 1951， it was one of 
the first important struggled in the Maoist-era literary field. Critics denounced the tc]〇w taste" of 
the story, accusing the author of pandering to the petty bourgeoisie. The debate illuminates many 
of the most problematic issues grappled with in the early stage of the development of a new 
literature.
The central conflict in "Between the Two of Us,J arises from the move to the city of the main 
characters, an intellectual cadre named Li Ke 李克  and his worker/peasant wife Comrade Zhang 
張同志 （ she is a peasant who worked in an ammunitions factory, giving tier the double status of 
gongnong X  J |  (worker and peasant)). The story opens with an idyllic depiction of the lifestyle 
the mixed pair shared while they lived in the countryside together. There are many descriptions 
of the beauty of the rural landscape and the peace and quiet of life in the countryside. This all 
changes when they move to the bustling city of Beijing and Li Ke's doubts about their marriage 
begin. Their first argument occurs upon their entiy to Beijing, when Li Ke and his wife disagree 
over the nature of customs of city people. Lt KeT the first-person narrator of the sloty> remarks 
that although he had never been to Beijing before, the urban life, illustrated in its big buildings, 
fine silk drapes, sofas, neon lights, and jazz coming out of dance halls, reminded him of the city 
where he came from and he exclaimed in joy: fisMy new life is staiting!"^9 But his wife did not 
share in his excitement Where he saw clean streets and neon lights, she saw ltmen who don't look 
like men and women who don't look like women! The men put oil on their hair, and the women 
are even harder to stomacb!,,i<0 She is horrified by the women's pennanents and makeup, and 
she stares in disbelief as a young boy drives a fat man around in a pedicab. "When have we ever 
seen anything like this in our old base area? We have to reform this right away!4941 Her husband 
complains that this is just what city life is, and tells her that things cannot change overnight. It is 
at this point that his worker/peasant wife determines that he too is in need of refonn.
In this first description of city streets, Xiao Yemu gives a texture to city life that is absent 
in other literary representations that focus on the city as the center of industrial production. The 39401
39 Ibid, 13 (1950): 38.
40 Ibid.
41 Ibid.
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main character's pleasure in material things, like eating ice cream and goii^ to the movies, 
signals dangerous behavior in the returned cadres, and this is one of the focuses of the criticism 
of the story. Xiao Yemu*s critics raise issues similar to those about Fang Ji^s and Qin Zhaoyang's 
works: the limits of acceptable “realism” and what it means to compose “typical” characters. 
The idea of proper typicality is extended to include the typical representation of space, as most 
of the critics attack his description of everyday life in the city. Influential literary critic Chen 
Yong, in the first published criticism of '"Between the T\vo of U s^ wrote that it is appropriate to 
realistically describe everyday life, but the problems that Xiao Yemu describes are not realistic. 
All the fights between the husband and the wife revolve around everyday matters, predominantly 
how to spend their money. "But we should ask, how much 'realistic themeT can these 'everyday 
events* express? Is it true that the problems an intellectual and a woik^/peasant face in marriage 
are really these problems?’"42 Chen Yong is uncomfortable with the representations of material 
conditions that take the focus away from class struggle, and also make the worker/peasant seem 
like an unsophisticated country bumpkin. Another critic, Li Dingzhong 李定中 ， published the 
most severe criticism of Xiao Yemu.43 He attacks two aspects of the story: the way the author 
wrote about the worker/peasant main character and the way he described everyday life. So 
troubling to this critic was the description of life in the city that he refused to repeat the details 
in his criticism. Li writes that this decadent account would make a bad impression on readers. 
^Especially those so-called descriptions* of ^everyday life1 in the story, it seems in fact that this 
is an ‘original creation， of the author， and he is advocating a new low taste/"44 Ding Ling, in her 
criticism, also attacks this low taste, but rather than accusing the author of inventing it, she says 
that he is glorifying the remnants of the bad taste left among the petty urbanites and the petty 
bourgeoisie.
In the story, Li Ke's taste represents the feeling of city life. He takes pleasure in things that 
most city people doT going dancing and seeing movies, smoking good cigarettes, and clean streets. 
Because Xiao Yemu was trying to write a story that would be appealing to an urban audience, 
he described even these “bourgeois” aspects of city life in rich detail and thus had difficulty 
implementing Yan'an literary policy. In his self-criticism he wrote th^  he wanted to create 
stories that would appeal to city readers, because he knew that they found rural literature boring. 
4fiIn order to get readers in the city you have to cater to their tastes; only then can you elevate 
them. But in terms of which readers in the city, woikers? Petty urbanites? The bourgeoisie? This
42 Chen Yong 陳涌 ， “A Few Trends in Xiao Yemu’s Work广 ieprinted in 如 1 及 /u/i方陳涌文學論臬
[77w OZ/fcW  份边只 份/i贫] (Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi chubunshe，1984) 82.
43 This “average reader1’ is actually Feng Xuefeng 瑪雪峰 》 writing under a pseudonynL See Zhai 朱寨 t ed” 
Zhongguodangdai wenxue sichaoshi 中 M 當代文學思M 史 {A History o f Trends o f Thought in Contemporary 
Chinese Literature] (Beijing: Renmin wenxue, 1987) 85.
44 Li Dingzhong 李定中 ， “Fandui wanncHigrenmin de takhi， fandui xin de diji quwei” 反對玩弄人民的態度■ 
反對新的低级趣味 （“Oppose the Attitude of Ridiculing the People,Oppose the New Low Taste”],
4 ^  (25 June 1952): 27.
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was never made clear/*45 Xiao Yernu then describes his mistake as having been tricked by the 
bourgeoisie into using his fiction to spread their message of decadence and commercialism. The 
imperative to remain popular and also ideologically correct was more difficult to follow in stories 
about the city than those taking place in the countryside. While there were things to be avoided 
in representations of village life—the focus on a landlord, feudal traditions of valuing sons, 
arranged maniages, and so on—it was relatively easy for authors to strip the peasant tradition of 
these *<backwardJ, ideas while preserving the texture of an idealized, distinctively Chinese rural 
life. Rural folk forms, once pui^ed of feudal themes, were seen as being able to both hold the 
weight of Chinese tradition and promulgate new socialist values. In the cities, with their histories 
of close contact with the Western, capitalist world, national forms were much harder to discover. 
Industrial socialist scenes, popular in Soviet art, could be portrayed, but it was difficult to make 
these distinctly Chinese. The urban settings could only capture a sense of progress, not the texture 
of life. This difficulty would never be fully resolved in literature, and there were only a few 
novels published about city life during the first seventeen years of the PRC.
Both Xiao Yemu's and Fang Ji *s stories are written in the first person * and both narrators are 
intellectuals. As in most of the first volume of People's Literature^ the perspective taken is top 
down, with the intellectual positioned above the peasantry trying to both guide and interpret their 
behavior. In these early attempts to represent the people through literature, both Xiao Yemu and 
Fang Ji made the mistake of following the first half of Mao's ^ alks/* where, as Bonnie McDougall 
argues, Mao conceptualizes the intellectuals in a more active position. Pertiaps Xiao Yemu and 
Fang Ji used intellectual narrators because they seemed more realistic; scenes of intellectuals 
going into the countryside to guide literary creation were widespread at the time, and indeed 
this was how they got the inspiration for their stories. With the establishment of the Peopled 
Republic, intellectuals would learn a new kind of authenticity, one resulting from representing 
the peasantry as subjects, not objects whose images were to be created by writers trained in 
pre-revolutionary literary expression. Authors would continually face problems resulting from 
differing, constantly changing ideas of what constituted an authentic representation of the people. 
Their struggles, played out on the pages of Peopled Literature, reflect the cultural construction of 
realistic representation. Fang Ji and Xiao Yemu became entangled in the transition from a literary 
aesthetic focusing on “realism” to one focusing on “socialist realism•”
As Mao Dun wrote in Iris introductory essay, People *s Literature gave a form to the mission of 
new culture. Authors were concerned with building a body of culture, relying on a great spectrum 
of early twentieth-century traditions to lend content, form, and legitimacy to their works. One of 
the sharpest tensions in the magazine derived from a disconnect between the ideal audience—the
45 父丨3〇丫£!1111蕭也牧广财〇>^ (11吨 5也>91£8111£«8〇^2*1£：吨 (：11£«¥11” 我一定要切窗的改正錯誤 [“1谢 110611&；[11>
Refonn My Mistakes"], bao 5.L (25 October 1951): 24.
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people^and the real audience, the intellectuals who were supposed to serve their needs. This 
tension would only grow more acute. A hint of the direction literature would take is in the last 
issue of Volume 1, where two ^actual" workers, stories appear. The inclusion of these stories 
points to the growing importance of class background in determining one’s to contribute to
the continuing revolution. The introduction to the two stories by workers fT〇m Tianjin published 
in the sixth issue of /Vcpfci / i纪rarwe states that Dong Xixiang 董西相 ， the author of “Wode 
laopo” 我的老婆 （“My Old Lady，’’ 1950)， never finished elementary school ’ and it was on丨y after 
liberation that he started his literary activities.
The title of Dong Xixiang's story signals that if will be a direct response to Xiao Yemu^s 
“Between the Two of Us” （literally the title means “between us husband and wife”)， The story is 
structured in much the same way as Xiao Yemu's, with a first-person, autobiographical narrator 
talking about the problems he has been having with his wife. In MMy Old Lady" it is the wife who 
is politically backward; she does not understand why her husband has to make so many sacrifices 
for his work. She complains that he works too hard with little compensation， and even suggests 
that he steal some rice from the factory for their personal use. In order to help his wife reform, the 
worker employs the crafty strategy of lying to her best friend, the wife of one of his colleagues, 
telling her that there will be a performance of 妨 白 毛 女 （7加  WW泣 •故 / Gi>/) at his
factory along with a meeting of workers' families, so she insists that his wife accompany hen At 
the meeting, the two women see their husbands:
They saw their men working so hard the sweat was streaming 
down, and they didn't even have the time to wipe it ofF. Even at their 
age the women had never seen anybody work so hard in their lives, and 
they watched until their eyes almost popped out,46
After his wife sees how hard he works, she begins to work hard at home, and even learns 
to read after making the mistake of burning a collection of Lu Xun’s short stories for fuel in 
the stove. This wife thinks her husband spends his money carelessly, so she takes control of 
the household finances, doing a better job than he had done, leading her husband to remark: 
ltReally, everything has changed since the Communist Party came.5*47 The voice in this story, 
while still that of a husband acting superior to his wifef is much more gracious, and decidedly 
nonintellectual. A significant difference from Xiao Yemu's story is that the people represented are 
workers who were helped by the Communist Party, rather than two cadres charged with the task 
of serving the people.
Although there was heavy borrowing from the intellectual May Fourth tradition in the early 
issues of the magazine, that tradition would be increasingly marginalized in later years, due to 
the desire to bring the people closer to the state. The intellectuals, who are seen mediating that
46 People *s Literature 1.6 (1950): 23.
47 Ibid, 24.
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relationship in this early volume of Peopled Literature^ had to give up their control, witnessed 
by the crowning of more “soldier authors” or “worker authors” to replace them. By 1955, the 
entire editorship of the magazine changed in the effort to shrink Ihe distance between the people 
and the power structure, and the aesthetic change of the Cultural Revolution finished the process. 
The idea of who 4tthe people'* should be was restricted to the extent that the slogan "literature to 
serve the people** was changed to t6literature to serve the workers, peasants, and soldiers*' in the 
Cultural Revolution,^
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